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Combinatorial synthesis of chemically diverse core-shell nanoparticles for intracellular delivery
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Analogous to an assembly line, we employed a modular design for the high-throughput study of 1,536 structurally distinct nanoparticles with cationic cores and variable shells. This enabled elucidation of complexation, internalization, and delivery trends that could only be learned through evaluation of a large library. Using robotic automation, epoxide-functionalized block polymers were combinatorially cross-linked with a diverse library of amines, followed by measurement of molecular weight, diameter, RNA complexation, cellular internalization, and in vitro siRNA and pDNA delivery. Analysis revealed structure-function relationships and beneficial design guidelines, including a higher reactive block weight fraction, stoichiometric equivalence between epoxides and amines, and thin hydrophilic shells. Cross-linkers optimally possessed tertiary dimethylamine or piperazine groups and potential buffering capacity. Covalent cholesterol attachment allowed for transfection in vivo to liver hepatocytes in mice. The ability to tune the chemical nature of the core and shell may afford utility of these materials in additional applications.

Chemically diverse nanoparticles form the basis of a number of emerging applications in materials science (1–3), including drug and gene delivery vehicles (4, 5). However, it is difficult to predict the optimal chemical and physical properties for delivery of a specific drug or biomolecule. A key challenge in nanoparticle development is the need to perform distinct synthesis, characterization, and formulation steps before performance can be evaluated. Although combinatorial methods have driven small molecule drug discovery (6), they have been less explored for the discovery of polymers (7–12) in part due to these inherent challenges. A less studied area in high-throughput (HT) polymeric nanoparticle methodology (13–16) is the facile incorporation of diverse chemical groups into polymers with defined architectures. By applying HT robotic techniques to the controlled cross-linking of block copolymers, we were able to prepare a library of core-shell nanoparticles for nucleic acid complexation and delivery with great variability in the chemical nature of the protonizable amine-based core. The evaluation of a large library revealed that internalization and/or complexation alone is not sufficient for silencing and that certain chemical functionalities including tertiary dimethylamine or piperazine groups with potential buffering capacity may be advantageous for polymer-based delivery.

Advances in the controlled synthesis of polymers with functional group tolerance [particularly controlled/living radical polymerization (CRP) (17–20) methods that enable control over MW and architecture] and in robotic technology (8) motivated us to explore an experimental design based on modules where 96-well plates are shuffled between different HT instruments for synthesis, characterization, and screening. This process allows for examination of key physical and chemical properties in relation to performance. siRNA (21, 22) was selected as an initial agent for delivery; despite its marked potential to treat various diseases, safe and effective delivery remains the most significant barrier to broad clinical use (23). We previously utilized HT methods for the synthesis and screening of materials for delivery including lipids (15, 24) for siRNA delivery and linear poly(β-aminoo esters) (PBAEs) (14, 25–27) for pDNA delivery. HT synthesis of star polymers (13) and linear polymers using CRP methods (10, 11, 19) has been reported but not applied for gene therapy where cationic charges are required to bind nucleic acids through electrostatic interactions. Modification of linear polymers for pDNA delivery has been described (12, 28); however, to our knowledge such polymers have not been shown to effectively deliver siRNA. There is a growing interest in sub-100 nm particles for delivery (4) due to the increased ability of smaller particles to access capillaries, penetrate tissues, and cross cell membranes. Because the possible size range for stable liposomes is generally >50 nm (29), and because star shaped polymers (13, 30, 31) and dendrimers (32) are considerably smaller, we selected a core-shell system that allows for greater size range control and the ability to easily incorporate a multitude of different cationic groups into the core. Distinct polymer-based nanoparticles may have better stability than lipid-based systems and greater potential for attachment of targeting ligands (33).

To address these issues, we prepared a library of nanoparticles composed of cationic cross-linked nanogel cores and variable shells with precise control over particle size, chemical composition, and architecture. siRNA can complex to or inside of the core, while the arms provide a protective shield. To achieve the desired structure, we employed a method of cross-linking block copolymers (34, 35) prepared by reversible addition-fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT) polymerization (18). For cross-linking, we sought an efficient and versatile reaction that would permit library formation. While other click reactions (36) might have been suitable, we chose ring-opening of epoxides with amines (37–39) due to the availability of a large number of amines that can incorporate cationic charge into the core, and the efficiency of this catalyst-free reaction. By changing the physical properties of the core and shell, these particles could also find application in the delivery of proteins and drugs, assembled multilayers (40), electronics (41), as stabilizing particles.
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in polymer blends (42), and catalytic scaffolds and supramolecular hosts (43, 44).

Results and Discussion

Library Design and Synthesis. The rationale for employing the HT core-shell design was to create a cationic core to facilitate siRNA complexation, with variation in the nature of the protonizable amine, and a shell with variation in polymer length and chemical properties. Although many techniques exist for the formation of nanoparticles (31, 45–48), we required methods that were amenable to parallel HT synthesis. For this reason, we employed a method of reacting epoxide groups with amines (37–39, 49–51) that avoids the use of salts, surfactants, and mixed solvents. Instead of using homopolymers and random copolymers (38), we chose block copolymers that could form the core-shell morphology. The basic reaction for the synthesis of core-shell nanoparticles involved block copolymers consisting of one nonreactive block and one epoxide-functionalized block, such that the core could be cross-linked with a variety of amines (Fig. 1). These amines varied greatly in structure (linear, ring, branched), reactivity (1–4 reactive amine groups per molecule; 1°, 2°, and 3° amines within the molecule), and MW (small molecule, dendrimer, and polymer). Each amine could form a distinct and structurally unique nanoparticle starting from one block copolymer.

We synthesized a series of different block copolymers to serve as precursors for nanoparticle formation (Table S1). Block copolymers possessing poly(oligo(ethylene oxide) methacrylate) (POEO-MA) with different lengths of the PEO side chain, may increase blood circulation time due to the PEO shell of the resulting nanoparticle. Anionic, cationic, zwitterionic, and hydrophobic shells were also evaluated as shells. Utilizing the 96-well plate footprint, each block copolymer was reacted with 96 amines to form a set of core-shell nanoparticles. The HT approach enabled randomization of the core and shell for elucidation of the key chemical and material properties for intracellular delivery. To facilitate rapid synthesis, characterization, and screening, we developed a method where a microtiter plate was passed through a series of modules (Fig. 2). Periodic analysis by prescreening may lead to an improvement in chemical selection. In this study, we optimized the amine library by replacing the poorer performing amines with new candidate amines during the process. Automation of this process accelerated not only material handling, but also data manipulations and reaction calculations. The MW, density, drawn chemical structure, and dissolved concentration were entered into Library Studio to enable rapid calculation of reaction stoichiometry, taking into account the MW, density, structure (number of amines), and concentration. Through preliminary studies, we found that a mole ratio of 1:1 of epoxides to 1° or 2° amines and a concentration in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) of 100 mg/mL (approximately 300 mM) was optimal for nanoparticle formation with limited macroscopic gelation.

Nanoparticle-Mediated Delivery in Vitro. As an initial screen, we evaluated the ability of every nanoparticle to complex RNA (Fig. 3A). Automated methods were developed that allowed for evaluation of 50 microtiter plates per week. The degree of entrapment is expressed as a percentage based on measured fluorescence, where higher values in the figure indicate stronger complexation. For nanoparticles with PEO shells (blocks A–J), a range of complexation was observed that predominantly correlated with the amine. Structurally analogous amines showed that more protonizable nitrogens resulted in better complexation. For example, the linear polyamine 301 complexed well in most cases, whereas the linear aliphatic diamine 112 with similar length did not. Nanoparticles with anionic shells (blocks K and L) repelled the anionic phosphate backbone of siRNA, resulting in almost
no measurable complexation. In contrast, nanoparticles with a cationic shell (block M) were able to complex siRNA in every case, implying that the siRNA is located in the shell (and possibly in the core) of these nanoparticles, whereas the siRNA is only complexing with the core of the other nanoparticles.

The libraries were then screened for the ability to productively deliver siRNA to a HeLa cell line that stably expressed both firefly and Renilla luciferase (Fig. 3B). Cells were treated with firefly luciferase-targeting siRNA(siLuc)-nanoparticle complexes and the ratio of firefly to Renilla luciferase expression was measured after 24 h.

When considering the maximum siRNA knockdown for one amine core across all block copolymers, those nanoparticles that were expected to increase in charge as the pH drops with the transition from outside to inside of the endosome were more likely to effectively deliver siRNA. We modeled the microspecies pKas of the GMA-amine products in the core of the nanoparticles, estimating the relative buffering capacity that may be involved in endosomal escape (Table S2). The model system calculations suggest that 62 of the 102 amines will not gain charge during the expected drop in pH within the endosomal compartment. The remaining 40 amines are expected to exhibit buffering. Across all block types, 80 different amines enabled >30% luciferase silencing in vitro. Considering only the criteria used to segregate buffering from nonbuffering amines, a significantly higher proportion of the modeled buffering amines (77%) are represented amongst the effective group than nonbuffering amines (14%) (Fig. S1).

Analysis of the results also revealed several trends regarding the block copolymer structure in nanoparticles capable of delivering siRNA in vitro. Considering nanoparticles with POEOMA shells (blocks A–J), nanoparticles formed from block C showed the highest knockdown. This was likely due to an optimal block ratio with a short POEOMA block (degree of polymerization (DP) 12) and a longer glycidyl methacrylate (GMA) block (DP 135). Block D, which also had a higher weight fraction of PGMA, demonstrated effective knockdown, although it was less capable of delivering pDNA. In contrast, nanoparticles formed from block H, which possessed a lower weight fraction of POEOMA (DP 48) compared to PGMA (DP 17) were unable to deliver siRNA or pDNA. This trend of weight fraction is likely related to resulting charge density, particle formation, and to surface PEO presentation. J had a long GMA block that resulted in some macroscopic gelation. F, which was a poorly formed block copolymer with high polydispersity, was not effective, suggesting that defined block architecture is important for nanoparticle formation. Many G nanoparticles could deliver siRNA due to their less dense core (via copolymerization of 2-hydroxyethyl

![Fig. 2. Modular design for the synthesis, characterization, and screening of a library of core-shell nanoparticles. (A) The synthesis of 1,536 core-shell nanoparticles was carried out on a Symyx fluid-handling robot inside of glass vials in a 96-well plate format. (B) The nanoparticles were purified and filtered through a HT filtering apparatus into a standard 96-well tissue culture plate. (C) The MW and particle size of the polymers were measured by a HT GPC system. (D) The same plate format was used for an RNA complexation assay, carried out on a Tecan cell culture robot. HT in vitro screens for siRNA and pDNA delivery were performed. (E) Biodistribution of C227 (left two images) and C80 (right two images) are shown. GPC, siRNA complexation data, and in vitro siRNA and pDNA delivery results with standard deviation (s.d.) for nanoparticles C32–C94 (positions A1–A12 in the plate) are presented.](image1)

![Fig. 3. In vitro screening of core-shell nanoparticles. (A) The degree of RNA entrapment was quantified using the RiboGreen assay. The average percent of complexation is shown. (B) HeLa cells stably expressing both firefly and Renilla luciferases were treated with firefly targeting siRNA-nanoparticle complexes. The average percent reduction in firefly luciferase activity after treatment is shown. (C) HeLa cells were treated with pDNA(luc)-nanoparticle complexes. Activity using LF2000 was standardized to 100. The average percent activity versus LF2000 after treatment is shown. To provide a picture of the capability of all nanoparticles, the complexation, siRNA delivery, and pDNA experiments were performed in triplicate at a weight ratio of 50:1 (nanoparticles:siRNA).](image2)
methacylate) but were not superior to the best nanoparticles formed from C. Nanoparticles formed from cationic blocks (H and M) and anionic blocks (K and L) did not effectively deliver siRNA. Some nanoparticles formed from I could deliver siRNA but not pDNA, possibly due to the shorter lengths of the blocks and correspondingly smaller size of the nanoparticles. The opposite trend was also observed, where some nanoparticles with a zwitterionic shell (N) or a hydrophobic shell (O) could deliver pDNA but not siRNA. To a small extent, a few nanoparticles with anionic shells (K and L) mediated transfection of pDNA; however, the anionic nanoparticles were largely ineffectual.

The performance of the top nanoparticles for siRNA delivery is detailed in Fig. 4A. In parallel experiments, these nanoparticles were as effective as Lipofectamine 2000 (LF2000), including C77, C80, C206, and C227, which were more effective at the given dose in the presence of serum. The best performing nanoparticles were able to effectively complex siRNA. Dose response data (Fig. 4B) revealed an increase in gene silencing as the dose increased. In the top 40 nanoparticles that silenced >30% of firefly expression, five amines appeared in more than one nanoparticle (77, 80, 94, 208, and 222). The top 20 nanoparticles had all amines with 1–2 reactive groups. Having more than two reactive amines possibly led to interparticle cross-linking. E206 was the best nanoparticle for pDNA due to long block lengths and large size, where the cells expressed 625% more luciferase compared to cells transfected with LF2000 (Fig. 4C).

To examine the effect of amine structure on cellular internalization, we quantified the uptake after 1 hr of incubation with each of the C-based nanoparticles complexed with fluorescent siRNA (Fig. 5) and used image analysis to identify key structural trends. Nanoparticles containing tertiary amines were more effectively internalized than nanoparticles with secondary amines. Within tertiary alkyl amines, dimethyl (80) > diethyl (222) > dibutyl (223), and within secondary alkyl amines, methyl (211) > ethyl (210). In addition to uptake, siRNA complexation and silencing efficiency was also improved for nanoparticles with pendant dimethyl tertiary amines. Similarly, nanoparticles with pipеразин (227) and pyrrolidine (77) structures showed enhanced complexation, delivery, and internalization, as compared to morpholine (224) and imidazole (94) groups. Although complexation remained high for C224, the internalization decreased slightly and the siRNA silencing ability decreased greatly compared to optimal C227. Increased cellular uptake was observed for linear polyamines with internal methyl substitutions (e.g., 235 versus 234; 127 versus 125). PEG-based diamine cross-linkers (103-1, 206, 207, 208) enabled efficient nanoparticle formation, siRNA complexation, and high internalization. However, only C206 exhibited high siRNA silencing ability, possibly due to the higher hydrophobicity and methyl group adjacent to the amines. Some nanoparticles (e.g., 207) mediate efficient internalization, but that alone is not sufficient for silencing. In general, incorporation of tertiary amines led to an improvement in complexation, cellular internalization, and siRNA silencing efficiency.

Characterization of the Core-Shell Nanoparticle Library. The entire core-shell nanoparticle library was characterized using HT GPC. In order to decrease the total analysis time from months to weeks, we utilized a GPC equipped with a single flow injection polymer analysis column and three detectors capable of measuring both MW and particle size. GPC traces, absolute MW, $R_g$ and $R_h$ for all nanoparticles appear in Table S3. Preliminary studies were carried out before the full library was synthesized. To achieve the greatest flexibility in choice of monomers, we used cumyl dithiobenzoate as the RAFT chain transfer agent (CTA) in most cases. Conditions were investigated and optimized for the controlled homopolymerization of OEOMA and GMA (Table S4 and Fig. S2). The semilogarithmic plot of ln($M_n$/[M]) versus time for the polymerization of GMA was linear, indicating a constant concentration of radicals. $M_n$ also increased linearly with conversion. Chain extension of OEOMA from PGMA was examined, yielding block copolymers with a clean GPC shift in MW, and polydispersity below 1.3. GMA was also polymerized from POEOMA macro-CTAs. Kinetic studies showed trends of a controlled polymerization. In advance of forming nanoparticles, model ring-opening reactions with small molecules were carried out. At 1:1 molar equivalents of epoxide to amine, reaction with piperidine and sodium azide resulted in complete opening of the epoxides (Fig. S2). To examine the effect of block length on nanoparticle formation, we synthesized a series of block copolymers that systematically varied in weight % of OEOMA and GMA blocks (Table S1). These block copolymers were reacted with different amines, and the particle size of the re-
resulting nanoparticles was measured by DLS. Desired particle size (10–100 nm) was obtained for most block copolymers (15–85 weight % GMA). Atomic force microscopy (AFM) images of nanoparticles prepared by the reaction of FF with the linear aliphatic diamine 110 showed uniform particles with a diameter of 34 nm (Fig. 6A). Polymamines were also able to efficiently cross-link the block copolymers to form the hairy nanoparticle shape. The reaction of R or S with 126 formed particles with a diameter of about 21 nm, as measured by DLS, with the diameter measured by AFM slightly smaller (22.9 nm) for R126 than for S126 (25.4 nm) due to the slightly shorter GMA block (Fig. S3). To verify the core-shell structure, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was employed. An examination of R126 (Fig. 6B) and C227 nanoparticles (Fig. S3E) revealed a higher electron density in the core, compared with the shell, indicating the core-cross-linked morphology. The measured diameter of C80 and C227 nanoparticles by DLS and TEM was in agreement (Table S5 and Fig. S5). In addition to the HT internalization studies, we examined cellular internalization by synthesizing FITC-labeled nanoparticles via reaction of the isothiocyanate group with dawning amines to covalently label the core. At higher magnification, C80-FITC and C227-FITC can be clearly visualized inside endosomes that are the hallmark for endocytic trafficking (Fig. 6C and D). Because size and surface charge can also affect cellular uptake, the diameter and zeta potential of top performing nanoparticles were also measured (Table S5).

In Vivo Core-Shell Nanoparticle-Mediated Delivery of siRNA to Hepatocytes in Mice. Based on results from the in vitro screen, we examined the utility of top performing nanoparticles in facilitating siRNA delivery in vivo by employing the mouse Factor VII gene silencing model (15, 24). Factor VII is a useful gene target for the evaluation of hepatocyte-specific delivery because it is only produced in the cells of the liver parenchyma, possesses a relatively short plasma half-life, and is secreted into the blood, enabling facile protein quantification. siRNA-directed against the blood clotting Factor VII was complexed with nanoparticles at a weight ratio of 10:1 (NP:siRNA) and delivered intravenously. Mouse body weight was monitored over the duration of the experiment because body weight loss can indicate toxicity associated with nanoparticle treatment. Since in vivo delivery to hepatocytes poses more challenges than the in vitro delivery to HeLa cells, we investigated the inclusion of cholesterol because covalent attachment of cholesterol to siRNA has been shown to improve in vivo delivery to the liver (52, 53). Of all the nanoparticles tested, C80 showed the most improvement after cholesterol attachment and was focused on for this study. 10 Mole % of the epoxide groups were reacted with N′-cholesteryloxy carbonyl-1,2-diaminoethane (318), followed by addition of 80 to stoichiometrically cross-link the remaining epoxide groups. Covalent attachment of cholesterol to C80 nanoparticles enabled 40% silencing of Factor VII (Fig. 7A). Noncovalent encapsulation of unmodified cholesterol had no measured effect. Delivery of control siGFP using these nanoparticles did not result in any measurable silencing, suggesting specific delivery to the liver and silencing of Factor VII. No appreciable weight loss was observed, indicating minimal toxicity. To probe the biodistribution of these nanoparticles with and without cholesterol in vivo, a single bolus dose of 1 mg/kg Cy5-labeled siRNA-nanoparticle complex was administered via tail vein injection (Fig. 7B and C). C80-Cy5-siRNA nanoparticles were observed in the liver, kidneys, and lungs. The attachment of cholesterol resulted in increased liver accumulation.

We believe that the development of this library of core-shell nanoparticles represents an important step forward for the HT synthesis of polymers for intracellular delivery. We aimed to move beyond simple linear polymers by exploring CRP for the formation of complex architectures with great chemical diversity in the core and shell. This synthetic method enables parallel generation of large libraries of chemically distinct core-shell materials and decreases the time from design to analysis. The common structural features of these materials suggest certain design criteria for creating future nanoparticles, including (i) a block weight ratio around 15% nonreactive block and 85% reactive block, (ii) a stoichiometric balance between epoxides and amines, (iii) thin water-soluble hydrophilic shells, (iv) tertiary amines with 1–2 reactive sites, and (v) amines with buffering capacity. Covalent attachment of cholesterol to the nanoparticle was required for in vivo delivery to the liver. Further studies are warranted to extend this technology for the broadest applications of RNAi therapy and drug delivery. We also desire to use what we have learned in this study to aid in the design of fully degradable nanoparticles that satisfy the aforementioned general properties and design criteria. Finally, we believe that the modular design utilized in this report is applicable to many other systems. By changing the composition of the blocks and cross-linkers, a variety of other nanoparticles could be formed with wide-ranging applications.

**Methods**

**HT Nanoparticle Synthesis.** Robotic synthesis was performed on a customized Symyx Core Module equipped with four different liquid dispensing elements (a single tip, a motor driven gripper with a heated piercing tip, a positive displacement tip, and a heated parallel 4-tip), heating and cooling bay elements, a magnetic stirring element, a mass balance, and imaging equipment. Library Studio (Symyx Discovery Tools) was used to design the core-shell nanoparticles. Large libraries of chemically distinct core-shell materials and degradable nanoparticles were synthesized using a modular design utilized in this report. An initial screen of 15000 compounds with wide-ranging applications was designed. Because size and surface charge can also affect cellular uptake, the diameter and zeta potential of top performing nanoparticles were also measured (Table S5).

**In Vivo silencing of Factor VII in liver hepatocytes.** Nanoparticles were prepared in a customized Symyx Core Module equipped with four different liquid dispensing elements (a single tip, a motor driven gripper with a heated piercing tip, a positive displacement tip, and a heated parallel 4-tip), heating and cooling bay elements, a magnetic stirring element, a mass balance, and imaging equipment. By changing the composition of the blocks and cross-linkers, a variety of other nanoparticles could be formed with wide-ranging applications.
noparticle libraries. For each nanoparticle, a solution of amine (DMSO) such that the mole ratio of epoxides to amine was 4% paraformaldehyde and counterstained in PBS containing Hoescht of unlabeled nanoparticles and washed with PBS. Cells were then fixed using Oligo (Invitrogen) complexed with the nanoparticle at a nanoparticle/siRNA ratio of 50:1 (wt/wt). Cells were chased for 30 min in the presence of unlabeled nanoparticles and washed with PBS. Cells were then fixed using 4% paraformaldehyde and counterstained in PBS containing HoC


